
Region to share
in $20m a year
By Natasha Ewendt
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THE region will share in
the benefits of at least $20
million generated a year
from Lincoln Minerals'
proposed Gum Flat iron ore
mine.

The company's managing
director John Parker
estimates the community
will see the flow-on effects
of annual operating costs of
about $20 million.

"A fair part of that will
stay in the community
through labour, trucking,
shipping and wages," he
said.

"For every person
employed at the site, at
least another two or three
people benefit indirectly
through a flow-on effect
from the industry.

"We already have five
people living in Port

Lincoln and Tumby Bay
with their families
spending money on
accommodation and meals,
and we buy from hardware
stores and use local
contractors for
earthmoving and road
repairs.

There are also
infrastructure benefits that
will be of long-lasting
benefit including upgraded
roads and a possible new
water source, which could
provide water security for
thousands of users.

"We believe there are
social benefits, which will
include bringing new
people into the community,
enabling people who have
moved away to come back
and find meaningful
employment, and creating
opportunities for new forms
of skills and employment."

While some specialised

CORE: Lincoln Minerals exploration geologist Ben Cave and senior
gcolog st Dwayne Pore look over drill core samples from the compa-
ny, G...ro Flat exploration site.

staff might have to be
sourced from Adelaide,
Lincoln Minerals will aim
to employ local contractors
for most of the work.

Stage one's small
operation will employ
about 30 people in full-time
equivalent roles in mining,
processing and trucking ore
from the mine site to the
port.

A mining contractor will
manage mining and
crushing on site, with a
separate contractor
handling transport from
the mine site to the port.

Extra staff might be
needed during the
construction phase,
involving removal of the
overburden before the ore
body is reached.

Local contractors may
also be used to upgrade
Duck Pond Drive, and there

could be an opportunity for
a nursery to help with
revegetation and storing
plants that require shifting.

Stage two's full
magnetite operation will
employ 100 to 120 people
during mining and
processing operations,
possibly more during
construction and the
building of the slurry
pipeline.

The second stage is
expected to start in 2015
depending on how iron ore
prices hold up.

"If they stay how they are
that would be ideal, but
there's talk they might
drop over the next three to
five years, so we're keen to
get movin now while
prices are good."
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